
At Willmar Electric,  we are People Making a Difference for People. 

We are looking for relatable people who crave structure and punctuality. Who lives by the “Golden 
Rule”  and is seeking an employer who is going to recognize you for the value you bring to the 
company and  cares about you as a person, not just a number. 

We are a design-build Electrical Contractor seeking Electrical Engineering students who want to  
experience how an Electrical Contractor works in the construction industry. Our LEAN philosophy 
along  with our Brand Promise gives the interns a unique look at how a contractor can out-perform the 
norm of  the industry.  

If you have the desire to learn and grow, you will have opportunities for advancement with Willmar 
Electric.  As we grow and prosper, we want you to grow and prosper with us. 

Willmar Electric is accepting applications for an Electrical Engineer Intern in the Willmar, MN  
area for the Summer of 2021. 

Applications can be completed on-line at https://willmarelectric.com/careers/

Salary: DOE 

Job Summary: 
The position provides electrical design, support, research and insight for the Engineering department 
by  working with internal and external customers. 

Essential Functions: 
● Prepare drawings and sketches to support construction work, change orders, estimates, and 

other projects.
● Layout basic electrical systems, prepare one-line diagrams, conduit and wire schedules, panel 

schedules and lighting layouts, including the preparation of specifications for electrical contract 
drawings, as well as respond to drawing changes with addendums.

● Provide technical engineering input (as required) for estimating and bid proposal requirements.
● Perform specialized electrical design computations and analysis.
● Review “for construction” documents and integrate the information into electrical documents.
● Coordinate electrical design work with Director of Engineering and consultants.
● Attend meetings with other contractors, clients, or A/E representatives to coordinate discipline’s 

design and construction effort.
● Establish and maintain effective relationships with external customers, as well as represent 

Willmar Electric at meetings with owner/architect.
● Review pre-fab concepts from other trades.
● Demonstrate the ability to adapt to changing priorities or demands, including performing other 

duties for your supervisor, as directed. 

http://www.willmar-electric.com/


Minimum Qualifications: 
2nd year Electrical Engineer Student  
Proficient written and oral 
communication.  Detail orientated. 

Preferred Qualifications: 
Understand contracts, construction documents, and 
specifications.  Ability to read and interpret all types of 
construction blueprints.  Knowledge and experience in a wide 
range of electrical construction.  Working knowledge of the 
National Electric Code. 

We aim to provide incredibly efficient and innovative solutions that extend far beyond what you’d 
expect  from an electrical service company. 

We are seeking someone who knows that profit is essential to a business and will do their best to 
be  efficient in their day to day work so that the company can continue being a business of “People 
Making a  Difference For People”. 

If you feel that this job fits you, we would love to meet you. Please fill out our application  at 
https://willmarelectric.com/careers/

Applicants are subject to a background check. We are an EOE. 

Contact:   Jill Baker, Recruiter at 320-262-5410  or jbaker@willmar-electric.com

http://www.willmarelectric.com/
http://www.willmarelectric.com/



